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Released for the first time in paperback, this
landmark social and political volume on feminism is
credited with being responsible for raising
awareness, liberating both sexes, and triggering
major advances in the feminist movement. Reprint.
Introduction to Art: Design, Context, and Meaning
offers a comprehensive introduction to the world of
Art. Authored by four USG faculty members with
advance degrees in the arts, this textbooks offers upto-date original scholarship. It includes over 400 highquality images illustrating the history of art, its
technical applications, and its many uses. Combining
the best elements of both a traditional textbook and
a reader, it introduces such issues in art as its
meaning and purpose; its meaning and purpose; its
structure, material, and form; and its diverse effects
on our lives. Its digital nature allows students to
follow links to applicable sources and videos,
expanding the students' educational experiences
beyond the textbook. Introduction to Art: Design,
Context, and Meaning provides a new and free
alternative to traditional textbooks, making it an
invaluable resource in our modern age of technology
and advancement.
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The bringing together of the arts and qualitative
inquiry is changing the face of social science
research. The increasing shift toward arts-based
research has raised complex questions, such as how
to evaluate its quality and even whether distinctions
exist between what is art and what is research. In
this defining work, Gary Knowles and Ardra Cole
bring together the top scholars in qualitative methods
to provide a comprehensive overview of where artsbased research has come, and where it is going.
Through various categories of art and art-based
research - namely epistemological, historical,
methodological, thematic - will address all the
significant issues of conceiving and conducting artsbased or arts-informed research in the social
sciences and humanities, as well as the challenges
of composing final representations of the research.
Now available from TC Press with a new foreword by
Nel Noddings and a new prologue by P. Bruce
Uhrmacher and Christy McConnell Moroye, this
classic text on qualitative research is ideal for both
novice and established researchers. Eisner's
seminal work on mind, education, and research
explores the ways in which the methods, content,
and assumptions in the arts, humanities, and social
sciences can help us better understand our schools
and classrooms. The Enlightened Eye expands how
we think about inquiry in education and broadens our
views about what it means to "know" with the goal of
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positively influencing the educational experience of
those who live and work in our schools. The text
includes examples depicting this type of research
and how it can be used to evaluate teaching,
learning, and the school environment. Book
Features: provides researchers with ethical
frameworks promoting diversity and inclusivity;
establishes connections between qualitative inquiry
in our daily lives and its functions in the practice and
study of education; and broadens understanding of
how we come to know the world.
This user-friendly book provides a step-by-step
guide to using the five major approaches to research
design: quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods, artsbased, and community-based participatory research.
Chapters on each approach follow a unique
format--they present a template for a research
proposal and explain in detail how to conceptualize
and fill in every section. Terminology commonly used
within each approach is identified, and key moments
of ethical decision making are flagged.
Interdisciplinary research examples draw on current
events and social justice topics. Unique coverage
includes hot topics: replication studies and data
sharing, tailoring proposals to different audiences,
and more. The book also includes a general
introduction to social research; an in-depth, practical
discussion of ethics; and a chapter on how to begin
a research study, from planning a topic to developing
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a research question via a literature review. ˜
Pedagogical Features *Multiple "Review Stops" in
each chapter--quick quizzes with answer keys. *Endof-chapter writing exercises, research activities, and
suggested resources. *Bold-face key terms and an
end-of-book glossary. *Boxed tips from experts in
the respective approaches. *Supplemental
PowerPoint slides for instructors using the book in a
class.˜ ˜
"Introduction to Educational Research: A Critical
Thinking Approach 2e is an engaging and
informative core text that enables students to think
clearly and critically about the scientific process of
research. In acheiving its goal to make research
accessible to all educators and equip them with the
skills to understand and evaluate published
research, the text examines how educational
research is conducted across the major traditions of
quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods, and action
research. The text is oriented toward consumers of
educational research and uses a thinking-skills
approach to its coverage of major ideas"-The 2nd edition of this work has been completely
rewritten to add new examples & to better integrate
the presentation of topics. Readers will see how the
choice of topic influences question wording & how
the questions asked influence the analysis.
The Sixth Edition of Robert K. Yin?s bestseller provides a
complete portal to the world of case study research. Offering
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comprehensive coverage of the design and use of the case
study method in addition to an integration of applications, the
book gives readers access to exemplary case studies drawn
from a wide variety of academic and applied fields. The
integration of applications will enable users to see more
directly how concrete case studies can implement the
principles of case study research methods.
'Art Practice as Research' presents a compelling argument
that the creative and cultural inquiry undertaken by artists is a
form of research. The text explores themes, practice, and
contexts of artistic inquiry and positions them within the
discourse of research.
Two purposes of this compendium are: (1) to recommend to
researchers and funders of research promising lines of inquiry
and study suggested by recent, strong studies of the
academic and social effects of learning in the arts; and (2) to
provide designers of arts education curriculum and instruction
with insights found in the research that suggest strategies for
deepening the arts learning experiences and are required to
achieve the academic and social effects. The compendium is
divided into six sections: (1) "Dance" (Summaries: Teaching
Cognitive Skill through Dance; The Effects of Creative Dance
Instruction on Creative and Critical Thinking of Seventh
Grade Female Students in Seoul, Korea; Effects of a
Movement Poetry Program on Creativity of Children with
Behavioral Disorders; Assessment of High School Students'
Creative Thinking Skills; The Impact of Whirlwind's Basic
Reading through Dance Programs on First Grade Students'
Basic Reading Skills; Art and Community; Motor Imagery and
Athletic Expertise; Essay: Informing and Reforming Dance
Education Research (K. Bradley)); (2) "Drama" (Summaries:
Informing and Reforming Dance Education Research; The
Effects of Creative Drama on the Social and Oral Language
Skills of Children with Learning Disabilities; The Effectiveness
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of Creative Drama as an Instructional Strategy To Enhance
the Reading Comprehension Skills of Fifth-Grade Remedial
Readers; Role of Imaginative Play in Cognitive Development;
A Naturalistic Study of the Relationship between Literacy
Development and Dramatic Play in Five-Year-Old Children;
An Exploration in the Writing of Original Scripts by Inner-City
High School Drama Students; A Poetic/Dramatic Approach
To Facilitate Oral Communication; Children's Story
Comprehension as a Result of Storytelling and Story
Dramatization; The Impact of Whirlwind's Reading
Comprehension through Drama Program on 4th Grade
Students' Reading Skills and Standardized Test Scores; The
Effects of Thematic-Fantasy Play Training on the
Development of Children's Story Comprehension; Symbolic
Functioning and Children's Early Writing; Identifying Casual
Elements in the Thematic-Fantasy Play Paradigm; The Effect
of Dramatic Play on Children's Generation of Cohesive Text;
Strengthening Verbal Skills through the Use of Classroom
Drama; 'Stand and Unfold Yourself' A Monograph on the
Shakespeare and Company Research Study; Nadie Papers
No. 1, Drama, Language and Learning. Reports of the Drama
and Language Research Project, Speech and Drama Center,
Education Department of Tasmania; The Effects of Role
Playing on Written Persuasion; 'You Can't Be Grandma:
You're a Boy'; The Flight of Reading; Essay: Research on
Drama and Theater in Education (J. Catterall)); (3) "MultiArts" (Summaries: Using Art Processes To Enhance
Academic Self-Regulation; Learning in and through the Arts;
Involvement in the Arts and Success in Secondary School;
Involvement in the Arts and Human Development; Chicago
Arts Partnerships in Education (CAPE); The Role of the Fine
and Performing Arts in High School Dropout Prevention; Arts
Education in Secondary Schools; Living the Arts through
Language and Learning; Do Extracurricular Activities Protect
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against Early School Dropout?; Does Studying the Arts
Engender Creative Thinking?; The Arts and Education
Reform; Placing A+ in a National Context; The A+ Schools
Program; The Arts in the Basic Curriculum Project; Mute
Those Claims; Why the Arts Matter in Education Or Just What
Do Children Learn When They Create an Opera?; SAT
Scores of Students Who Study the Arts; Essay: Promising
Signs of Positive Effects: Lessons from the Multi-Arts Studies
(R. Horowitz; J. Webb-Dempsey)); (4) "Music" (Summaries:
Effects of an Integrated Reading and Music Instructional
Approach on Fifth-Grade Students' Reading Achievement,
Reading Attitude, Music Achievement, and Music Attitude;
The Effect of Early Music Training on Child Cognitive
Development; Can Music Be Used To Teach Reading?; The
Effects of Three Years of Piano Instruction on Children's
Cognitive Development; Enhanced Learning of Proportional
Math through Music Training and Spatial-Temporal Training;
The Effects of Background Music on Studying; Learning To
Make Music Enhances Spatial Reasoning; Listening to Music
Enhances Spatial-Temporal Reasoning; An Investigation of
the Effects of Music on Two Emotionally Disturbed Students'
Writing Motivations and Writing Skills; The Effects of Musical
Performance, Rational Emotive Therapy and Vicarious
Experience on the Self-Efficacy and Self-Esteem of Juvenile
Delinquents and Disadvantaged Children; The Effect of the
Incorporation of Music Learning into the Second-Language
Classroom on the Mutual Reinforcement of Music and
Language; Music Training Causes Long-Term Enhancement
of Preschool Children's Spatial-Temporal Reasoning;
Classroom Keyboard Instruction Improves Kindergarten
Children's Spatial-Temporal Performance; A Meta-Analysis
on the Effects of Music as Reinforcement for
Education/Therapy Objectives; Music and Mathematics;
Essay: An Overview of Research on Music and Learning (L.
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Scripp)); (5) "Visual Arts" (Summaries: Instruction in Visual
Art; The Arts, Language, and Knowing; Investigating the
Educational Impact and Potential of the Museum of Modern
Art's Visual Thinking Curriculum; Reading Is Seeing; Essay:
Reflections on Visual Arts Education Studies (T. L. Baker));
and (6) "Overview" (Essay: The Arts and the Transfer of
Learning (J. S. Catterall)). (BT)
This open access book offers an overview of the beautiful,
powerful, and dynamic array of opportunities to promote
health through the arts from theoretical, methodological,
pedagogical, and critical perspectives. This is the first-known
text to connect the disparate inter-disciplinary literatures into
a coherent volume for health promotion practitioners,
researchers, and teachers. It provides a one-stop depository
for using the arts as tools for health promotion in many
settings and as bridges across communities, cultures, and
sectors. The diverse applications of the arts in health
promotion transcend the multiple contexts within which health
is created, i.e., individual, community, and societal levels, and
has a number of potential health, aesthetic, and social
outcomes. Topics covered within the chapters include:
Exploring the Potential of the Arts to Promote Health and
Social Justice Drawing as a Salutogenic Therapy Aid for
Grieving Adolescents in Botswana Community Theater for
Health Promotion in Japan From Arts to Action: Project
SHINE as a Case Study of Engaging Youth in Efforts to
Develop Sustainable Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene
Strategies in Rural Tanzania and India Movimiento Ventana:
An Alternative Proposal to Mental Health in Nicaragua Using
Art to Bridge Research and Policy: An Initiative of the United
States National Academy of Medicine Arts and Health
Promotion is an innovative and engaging resource for a broad
audience including practitioners, researchers, university
instructors, and artists. It is an important text for
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undergraduate- and graduate-level courses, particularly in
program planning, research methods (especially qualitative
methodology), community health, and applied art classes.
The book also is useful for professional development among
current health promotion practitioners, community nurses,
community psychologists, public health professionals, and
social workers.
Emphasis: ArtA Qualitative Program for the Elementary
SchoolEmphasis ArtA Qualitative Art Program for Elementary
and Middle SchoolsLongman Publishing Group
Views from one of the most original cultural critics of the
twentieth century, Walter Benjamin
Designed to be used as both a class text and a resource for
researchers and practitioners, Arts Based Research provides
a framework for those who seek to broaden the domain of
qualitative inquiry in the social sciences by incorporating the
arts as forms that represent human knowing.

Professor Peyton Wilde has an enviable life teaching
sociology at an idyllic liberal arts college--yet she is
troubled by a sense of fading inspiration. One day an
invitation arrives. Peyton has been selected to attend
a luxurious all-expense-paid seminar in Iceland,
where participants, billed as some of the greatest
thinkers in the world, will be charged with answering
one perplexing question. Meeting her diverse
teammates--two neuroscientists, a philosopher, a
dance teacher, a collage artist, and a farmer--Peyton
wonders what she could ever have to contribute. The
ensuing journey of discovery will transform the
characters' work, their biases, and themselves. This
suspenseful novel shows that the answers you seek
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can be found in the most unlikely places. It can be
read for pleasure, is a great choice for book clubs,
and can be used as unique and inspiring reading in
qualitative research and other courses in education,
sociology, social work, psychology, and
communication.
A leading educational thinker argues that the
American university is stuck in the past -- and shows
how we can revolutionize it for our era of constant
change Our current system of higher education
dates to the period from 1865 to 1925. It was in
those decades that the nation's new universities
created grades and departments, majors and
minors, all in an attempt to prepare young people for
a world transformed by the telegraph and the Model
T. As Cathy N. Davidson argues in The New
Education, this approach to education is wholly
unsuited to the era of the gig economy. From the Ivy
League to community colleges, she introduces us to
innovators who are remaking college for our own
time by emphasizing student-centered learning that
values creativity in the face of change above all. The
New Education ultimately shows how we can teach
students not only to survive but to thrive amid the
challenges to come.
This highly readable text demystifies the qualitative
research process—and helps readers conceptualize
their own studies—by organizing the different
research paradigms and traditions into coherent
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clusters. Real-world examples and firsthand
perspectives illustrate the research process;
instructive exercises and activities build on each
other so readers can develop their own proposals or
reports as they work through the book. Provided are
strategies for selecting a research topic, entering
and exiting sites, and navigating the complexities of
ethical issues and the researcher's role. Readers
learn how to use a range of data collection
methods—including observational strategies,
interviewing, focus groups, e-mail and chat rooms,
and arts-based media—and to manage, analyze, and
report the resulting data. Useful pedagogical
features include:*In-class and field activities to apply
qualitative concepts.*Discussion questions, proposal
development exercises, and reflexive journal
activities.*Exemplary qualitative studies and two
sample proposals.*Cautionary notes, or "Wild
Cards," about possible research pitfalls.*Tables that
summarize concepts and present helpful tips.
New for grammar courses, A Short Course in
Grammar offers astreamlined, thorough presentation
in an easy to use format.
Based originally on Dewey's lectures on esthetics,
this book is considered the most distinguished work
ever written by an American on the formal structures
and characteristic effects of all the arts.
On Looking begins with inattention. It is about
attending to the joys of the unattended, the
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perceived 'ordinary.' Horowitz encourages us to
rediscover the extraordinary things that we are
missing in our ordinary activities. Even when
engaged in the simplest of activities like taking a
walk around the block, we pay so little attention to
most of what is right before us that we are
sleepwalkers in our own lives.
Art therapy and all of the other creative arts
therapies have promoted themselves as ways of
expressing what cannot be conveyed in conventional
language. Why is it that creative arts therapists fail to
apply this line of thinking to research? In this exciting
and innovative book, Shaun McNiff, one of the field's
pioneering educators and authors, breaks new
ground in defining and inspiring art-based research.
He illustrates how practitioner-researchers can
become involved in art-based inquiries during their
educational studies and throughout their careers,
and shows how new types of research can be
created that resonate with the artistic process.
Clearly and cogently expressed, the theoretical
arguments are illustrated by numerous case
examples, and the final part of the book provides a
wealth of ideas and thought provoking questions for
research. This challenging book will prove invaluable
to creative art therapy educators, students, and
clinicians who wish to approach artistic inquiry as a
way of conducting research. It will also find a
receptive audience within the larger research
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community where there is a rising commitment to
expanding the theory and practice of research.
Integrating artistic and scientific procedures in many
novel ways, this book offers fresh and productive
visions of what research can be.
This book provides invaluable guidance for thinking
through and planning a qualitative study. Rather than
offering recipes for specific techniques, master
storyteller Robert Stake stimulates readers to
discover "how things work" in organizations,
programs, communities, and other systems. Topics
range from identifying a research question to
selecting methods, gathering data, interpreting and
analyzing the results, and producing a well-thoughtthrough written report. In-depth examples from
actual studies emphasize the role of the researcher
as instrument and interpreter, while boxed vignettes
and learning projects encourage self-reflection and
critical thinking. Other useful pedagogical features
include quick-reference tables and charts, sample
project management forms, and an end-of-book
glossary. After reading this book, doctoral students
and novice qualitative researchers will be able to
plan a study from beginning to end.
Three Approaches to Qualitative Research through
the ARtS: Narratives of Teaching for Social Justice
and Community incorporates aesthetic education
into social justice discourses and advances
qualitative research strategies through the medium
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of three theoretical frameworks: phenomenology,
critical ethnographic research, and poststructuralist
theories.
Qualitative interviewing is among the most widely
used methods in the social sciences, but it is
arguably the least understood. In The Science and
Art of Interviewing, Kathleen Gerson and Sarah
Damaske offer clear, theoretically informed and
empirically rich strategies for conducting interview
studies. They present both a rationale and guide to
the science-and art-of in-depth interviewing to take
readers through all the steps in the research
process, from the initial stage of formulating a
question to the final one of presenting the results.
Gerson and Damaske show readers how to develop
a research design for interviewing, decide on and
find an appropriate sample, construct a
questionnaire, conduct probing interviews, and
analyze the data they collect. At each stage, they
also provide practical tips about how to address the
ever-present, but rarely discussed challenges that
qualitative researchers routinely encounter,
particularly emphasizing the relationship between
conducting well-crafted research and building
powerful social theories. With an engaging,
accessible style, The Science and Art of Interviewing
targets a wide range of audiences, from upper-level
undergraduates and graduate methods courses to
students embarking on their dissertations to
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seasoned researchers at all stages of their careers.
This book outlines the principles and practices of
arts-related inquiry and provides both suggestions
about conducting research in the field as well as
case study examples. The ideas presented here
have emerged from the authors’ own experiences of
undertaking arts-related research and the challenges
of implementing these approaches. The book
therefore draws on personal research, practice and
experience to address the concerns academics
increasingly appear to be voicing about developing
the scholarship and practice of arts-related research.
There is a need for greater attention to, and clarity
on, issues of theoretical positioning, methodology
and methods when conducting robust and reputable
arts-related research, which this book provides.
This text provides both theoretical and practical
guidance for students and researchers who need to
transform the massive amounts of data collected
through qualitative fieldwork into a coherent
manuscript.
Bringing together interdisciplinary leaders in
methodology and arts-based research (ABR), this
comprehensive handbook explores the synergies
between artistic and research practices and
addresses issues in designing, implementing,
evaluating, and publishing ABR studies. Coverage
includes the full range of ABR genres, including
those based in literature (such as narrative and
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poetic inquiry); performance (music, dance,
playbuilding); visual arts (drawing and painting,
collage, installation art, comics); and audiovisual and
multimethod approaches. Each genre is described in
detail and brought to life with robust research
examples. Team approaches, ethics, and public
scholarship are discussed, as are innovative ways
that ABR is used within creative arts therapies,
psychology, education, sociology, health sciences,
business, and other disciplines. The companion
website includes selected figures from the book in
full color, additional online-only figures, and links to
online videos of performance pieces. See also Dr.
Leavy's authored book, Method Meets Art, Second
Edition, an ideal course text that provides an
accessible introduction to ABR.
The reflexive turn in qualitative research has
transformed the process of doing life history
research. No longer are research subjects examined
through the lens of the all-knowing but supposedly
invisible researcher. As Ardra Cole and Gary
Knowles point out in this fresh introduction to
conducting life history research, the process is now
one of mutuality, empathy, sensitivity and caring.
The authors carry the novice researcher through the
steps of conducting life history research--from
conceptualizing the project to the various means of
presenting results--with an eye toward
understanding the complex relationship between
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participant and researcher and how that shapes the
project. In addition to examples from their own
research, Cole and Knowles bring in the work of a
dozen novice researchers who explain the
challenges they faced in developing their own life
history projects in a wide variety of settings. Well
written, interesting, and pedagogically sound, Lives
in Context is the ideal text for teaching life history
research to students and an important reference for
the bookshelf of all qualitative researchers.
An Introduction to Art Therapy Research is a pragmatic text
that introduces readers to the basics of research design in
quantitative and qualitative methodology written in the
language of art therapy, with particular attention to the field’s
unique aspects, current thinking, and exemplars from
published art therapy research studies. This combination of a
broad, standard approach to research design plus art
therapy’s particular perspective and major contributions to
the subject make the text suitable for courses in introductory
research, survey of art therapy history and literature, art
therapy assessment, and ethics. The book includes strategies
for evaluating research reports and writing for peer-reviewed
publication, features that make the text of special value to
students, practitioners, doctoral candidates, and academics
writing for publication. An online instructor's manual with
student resources is available and offers material to enhance
the pedagogical features of the text.
The authors has written a book that reflects the latest trends
in art education and demonstrates how to motivate children to
learn by integrating art with other content areas. Emphasis Art
promotes hands-on learning, through technical directions for
art-studio experiences as well as helpful suggestions for
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classroom management, writing, lesson plans, and teaching
are to gifted children and students with special needs. This
book focuses on the intrinsic worth of art-studio experience
and the process of implementing art education into classroom
practice with a new emphasis on cultural understanding. In
addition to a wealth of creative ideas and clear technical
direction, this popular text promotes art appreciation and
provides educators with lesson plans that incorporate
instructional objectives. For teachers, future teachers, or
educators.
The Palgrave Handbook of Race and the Arts in Education is
the first edited volume to examine how race operates in and
through the arts in education. Until now, no single source has
brought together such an expansive and interdisciplinary
collection in exploration of the ways in which music, visual art,
theater, dance, and popular culture intertwine with racist
ideologies and race-making. Drawing on Critical Race
Theory, contributing authors bring an international
perspective to questions of racism and anti-racist
interventions in the arts in education. The book’s introduction
provides a guiding framework for understanding the arts as
white property in schools, museums, and informal education
spaces. Each section is organized thematically around
historical, discursive, empirical, and personal dimensions of
the arts in education. This handbook is essential reading for
students, educators, artists, and researchers across the fields
of visual and performing arts education, educational
foundations, multicultural education, and curriculum and
instruction.
Can cultural exchange be understood as a mutual act of
translation? Or are elements of a country’s cultural identity
inevitably lost in the act of exchange? Brazil and Great
Britain, although unlikely collaborators, have shared an
artistic dialogue that can be traced back some 500 years.
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This publication, arising from the namesake research project
funded by the United Kingdom’s Arts and Humanities
Research Council, seeks to understand and raise awareness
of the present practices of cultural exchange between Brazil
and Great Britain in relation to their historical legacy.
Presenting five case studies and eight position papers, this
research-based project investigates how artists interpret,
transmit and circulate ideas, ideologies and forms of
knowledge with specific reference to the production of new
‘translations’ produced from and, where possible, between
peripheral territories. Written in accessible language, the case
studies describe the experience of artists, managers and
cultural leaders dealing with important challenges in the
creative sector regarding the translation of creative and
learning arts methodologies. Projects investigated are at the
forefront of social arts collaborative practice, representing
internationally influential initiatives that have had a
demonstrable impact not only in urban centres and
peripheries but also in isolated areas of central Brazil and the
north of England. The position papers commissioned by the
research from Brazilian and British academics and cultural
leaders provide a remarkable variety of social, political,
anthropological, historic and artistic perspectives of cultural
exchange projects offering valuable experiences for those
working in research, policy and for creative practitioners.
Visualizing Research guides postgraduate students in art and
design through the development and implementation of a
research project, using the metaphor of a 'journey of
exploration'. For use with a formal programme of study, from
masters to doctoral level, the book derives from the creative
relationship between research, practice and teaching in art
and design. It extends generic research processes into
practice-based approaches more relevant to artists and
designers, introducing wherever possible visual, interactive
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and collaborative methods. The Introduction and Chapter 1
'Planning the Journey' define the concept and value of
'practice-based' formal research, tracking the debate around
its development and explaining key concepts and
terminology. ’Mapping the Terrain’ then describes methods
of contextualizing research in art and design (the contextual
review, using reference material); ’Locating Your Position’
and ’Crossing the Terrain’ guide the reader through the
stages of identifying an appropriate research question and
methodological approach, writing the proposal and managing
research information. Methods of evaluation and analysis are
explored, and of strategies for reporting and communicating
research findings are suggested. Appendices and a glossary
are also included. Visualizing Research draws on the
experience of researchers in different contexts and includes
case studies of real projects. Although written primarily for
postgraduate students, research supervisors, managers and
academic staff in art and design and related areas, such as
architecture and media studies, will find this a valuable
research reference. An accompanying website
www.visualizingresearch.info includes multimedia and other
resources that complement the book.
Acclaimed as a text and professional development tool, this
user-friendly resource has now been revised and updated,
and offers expanded coverage of collaborative action
research (CAR) and participatory action research (PAR).
Preservice and inservice educators get crucial step-by-step
guidance for conducting classroom- and school-based studies
to improve their instructional practices. Organized to mirror
the full cycle of action research, the book provides balanced
coverage of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods
approaches. Vivid vignettes and examples illustrate research
approaches for a range of teaching and learning situations,
school subjects, and age groups (PreK–12). Readers learn
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how research approaches are driven by the research
question, as well as how to develop data collection strategies;
design and/or evaluate assessment tools; interpret, analyze,
report, and implement study results; and design a new cycle
of research that builds on the previous one. New to This
Edition *In-depth descriptions of CAR and PAR--which enable
groups of teachers to work together to solve problems in a
classroom or school--plus examples of both throughout the
book. *Expanded or new discussions (with examples) of such
topics as how research approaches and methods are driven
by the research question, how to assess different types of
reliability and validity, the differences between analysis and
interpretation, and how to use sequential cycles of research
for continuous improvement and professional development.
*Fully updated references and resources. Pedagogical
Features *Both individual and group exercises and activities
in every chapter. *New and updated checklists and guidelines
that enable busy educators to self-assess the progress and
quality of their studies. *Sample templates to assist in
development of research instruments. *Example boxes
illustrating the components of an action research report.
*Summary tables highlighting key aspects of different
research strategies. *Chapter summaries (now shorter for
ease of use) and suggestions for further reading.
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